Job Specification 3D Printing DRM Co. (January 2019)

Company:

Secur3DP+

Position:

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Location:

Singapore. Citizen or Permanent Resident preferred.

Position Open:

January 2019

Scope:

Secur3DP+ is a pre-seed stage startup that is building a software
and services platform to enable distributed manufacturing
technologies. Secur3DP+ is first targeting the fast growing
multibillion dollar 3D printing market. The company’s software
improves the security of 3D printing workflows, securely connecting
designers and customers with additive manufacturing service
bureaus.
Continual improvements in 3D printer hardware including improved
speed, level of finish, cost effectiveness, and choice of materials
are driving growth in an already fast-moving market. As more
companies integrate 3D printing into their supply chain, the risk of
valuable designs and IP getting stolen will increase, compelling
corporations to take greater measures to protect themselves.
The company’s software is backed by a commercial-ready
blockchain ledger and unique embedded digital rights management
technology. The successful founder-CEO candidate will have the
benefit of proof of concepts, intellectual property, initial business
plan and customer leads developed with input from industry experts
and the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU).
With substantial support from the team at ISF Incubator and
NTUitive, the CEO candidate will be responsible for forming a joint
venture, developing a commercial-grade product and raising the
initial funding round (Seed) to successfully spin out as an
independent company.
Operating in a global market, Secur3DP’s product and service will
protect both content owners while transferring designs to 3D
printing service providers and enable a level of tracking and
oversight that is unparalleled.
Backed by a unique intellectual property portfolio that covers
software solutions for file protection and prevents unauthorized
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copying, as well as providing the ability to embed unique identifiers
into the structure of finished 3D printed products and parts.
Reporting to the board of directors, the successful CEO will lead
the commercialization of this technology, first in Singapore and then
around the world.
We seek an experienced individual to lead this new start-up
company and become a key member of the founding team. The
successful candidate will be responsible for building out the
management team, laying out a business strategy and ensuring the
company is adequately financed (venture capital and others).
Desired Skillset

A successful candidate will have many of the following:
5 years’ experience in commercialization of services in the software
and services side of the 3D printing market. Experience in any
segments of IP protection, anti-piracy, anti-counterfeit markets is a
plus.
Experience at a startup and demonstrated record in new business
formation, new sector creation, early customer adoption success,
and successful new product introduction.
Proven ability to raise capital from private equity (e.g. venture
capital) is a plus.
Demonstrated success in sales and marketing, particularly in new
category, product creation.
Ability to distill complex technical and marketing challenges and
create and execute a plan of action and be held accountable to the
Board of Directors.
A can-do attitude and a willingness to “roll-up the sleeves” and
engage with customers, recruit a like-minded entrepreneurial team
and lead by example.
International commercial experience and willingness to travel.
Experience living in Asia (or already based in Asia) preferable.

Education:

Bachelor’s degree minimum in software, engineering or related
field. Master’s degree and/or MBA or equivalent is a plus.
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Other:

Must be willing to travel to meet investors, customers, interviewing
and recruitment of management team.
Mandarin speaking abilities a plus

Compensation:

Attractive, executive venture-backed company economics,
including significant founder’s equity shareholding.
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